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Addendum I to
:Porfron Tee nical Paper No. 336

:Copy No.0 9 2

:Daa. 3FEB 1954

The Per-formancc Tcstinr-: of the E12RI Mechanical
Smoke Gnrator UI

K. Sinclair and R.B.E. Stubby

1. Introduction

Dtails of the horizontal :3orocning lengths produced by the
American 319R1 Mchaical Smoke Generator and of the efficiency of
this generator v~hon corrared with the Genera tar, Smoke ,Mbchantoal

U1,are reported in P.T.P. 336. Tha results af trials carried
out to determine thw. relative off iciency and the length of the
screens produccd by the E19111 Gnrator, when ouch screens are
vieweod from the air, two r.-partcd heroin.

I1 Procedure

Pour trials wore earneod out w-Ith each of the fefolig smoke-
prodlucing oils-

(a) General Purpose FoC Oil. (to 0.3. 2809A)

(b) Poel Diesul Oil ( Pool 21, Diesol Fuel, 45 Qotono)

In all tutu the 141 Genrator v-o opcratcd on General Ptarpone
Fog Oils its output buing adJustod (as far as possible) so that
the screens nroduccdl by both L~onrators wore of a occporablc length.
For each smokeo 03Asuion the aoorters wore funotioned simultanoeusly

for a period of 45 minutes aver the layout shown in Fig. le
Observationa on thu longths or the screens wiore made from a helicpter
flying at a height of about 1000 foot, between. 20 and 30, observations
being made durn. ach ortinnion. TrasIA,3A,4A an Awore observed

by one observer '(THI) raidl the remaining four trials by a secoond observer

III. Lbchanical orferrnce

The EI9RI Generator performed. satisfactorily throughout the tests,
with the exception of petal v-AIve failures at the co-mnonont and
terminatiton of Toot b.I A. The perf ormance of the MX. 1 Generator was
szAisfrctory for Tests lioz. I;A to 6A. During Tests Noes. 7A and BA,
however, the efficiency of the 41l. Generator roll to 70zo ),due to an
accumulat ion of rust rind diaintegrated lag-tng in the furnace chamber,
iich only bceamc %pproant u'ton tfhe Genrator was exwained at the

conoluiaion or '[bat. No0. Ji.

The acreeninic lon,-th roduccrd to at LndD-rd conditions wras foun to have
fallen frar 550 yrdts to 430 ya-rds.
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IV. Results

Details of the amoke-oll used, the rate of consumption of oil,
-the relevant reteorologioal observations and the length of the screen
produced in ea " - test,cre recorded in Jpendix A.

Deacon has shorw in PR 2734, para. 56, that for white oil smokes
over land the horizontal screening length. SL, is given by the
expression,

q) .6 -. 4 0 0.4
uL (Q R U- -I) d

where Q = source strength
u = 2 raetre wind speed
R =ratio of 2 metro to I metro wind speed.
d =distance of 3mo]ke from the observer

The formula used for reducing the vertloal soreening length to standard
oonditions in this series of trials was

SL Q (Q) 0,6 u-o.6 (R.1)4,0

since from a study of the screening lengths produced by the X.I.
(G.P. Fbg Oil in every case) this fornula gave a better measure of
agreement than other values of the indices. It will be observed that
this formla is ientical irh tltL.i used for the horizontal asee masts
except that no correction is rade for I'd", the viewLag distance.

For trials with G.P. Fog Oil in both Generators the standard
soreenin lengths SL,. Ihave beon calculated for Qs = 4.7 lb/min. (the

mea ULJ.]Plu rai U1 AflflA fl.. . Lu6 a2'&. .t.,.- --- !A4

and 8A). For t s with Diesel Oil in the E9111 Generator and G.P, Fog
Oil in the 1. Generator, a Qs = 5.8 lb./min. (the mean cnsupt-on
rate of oil in the EI9Ri Generator for trials 2A,3A,i A ahd 5A) has
'been used. The other standards used throughout the calculations were:-
us = 10 m~psh., ar Rs = 1.14. The value of R in all oases has been
-aculated fAxKm the 2 metro wind speed and the 23 ft - L ft temperature

gradient (P.R. 2572 and P.R. 27417) The standard screening lengths and
relative effiecies, so calculated, are recordad in Appendix A.

V. iasasion.

In term of the standard screening lengths thc result;for the ILI.
are fairly consistent for each observer: but from a coparison of the
results for the two observers, the screening length assessments are in
the ratio of about 2:1, Vnile this is no doubt due to a difference in
eyesight or standard of vision the fao9 that no method of standardising

T observers for aerial ve-rwng has yet oeen found possible, precludes
adjustment of the results by means of a correction factor.

When the E19R1 Generator is considered the variation in results from
one trial to another with the same oil and even with the same observer is
Sdisturbiniy large. No explanation can be given for this (the Generator
appeared to function normally throughout the tests) and the best that
can be done is to report the average of the results for each oil.

In addition, and in order that the perforn.noe of the EI9RI Generator
m cy be copared directly with that of the paratus, Oil Smoke, No.3,Mk I,
bne relevant figures for efficiency hen each Generator is compared with
the Generator, Soke, 1echancal, 1I, have been brought together in Mable i.

DSCRET
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ScreeninF. Zficiencjes of the El9R1 and
A...NO. 3 Gencr,-tors -,-,her, coripred (verticc). viewtng)

mith thic }.I. Generator.

G.P'. FOG OIL 67 7

POOL DIariL 5Th 49

V! Conclusion

It is concluded fromz the results that the EI19RI Generator using
G.F. Foig Oil gives a screen which -is, about 67 of that given bY the
4~1. Generator using tho smr.e ax..oz.t of C.F. FOL Mi and that the
ratio falls to about 5GO. if Pool Diasel. Oil is eiv-loyed in the
Z19MI Gen:atcr.

The assistance afforded by J.I.P. jones of the Meteorologial,

Section is gratof'uiiy cacldz.

head, EnR-Cinecring Section.
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The Performanoe Testing of the E.19R1
Mechanical Smoke Geieratcr

Ka Sinclair and RaB.X. Stbba
SUMAIRY

The perf±enance of the American 3.19R! Mehanical Smoke Generator
has been assessed, with a view to determining to that dgree it meets
the War Office User Requirement for a meobaical oil smoke generator.

From the results of the trials oarried out it may be ooncluded
that the Generato fails to meet the War Office User Requirement in
a nnbar of i=ortant respectso It has failed to withstand both the
mechanical performance and climatic cycle tests to icd it nss been
submitted, and the screens prouoed when employing either Geeral
Purpose Fog Oil or Poe Diesel Oil are inferior in length to those
producod by both the Generatr Smoke Mechanical M.2 and the Apparatus
Oil Smoke No.3, Ec,.1.

(Sgd.) SHo Fryer.,
Eea, Engir.eering Section.

(sgd) A.C; Peacock.,
STt., Development Dii-solone
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The Perforzance Testing of the E.IRI Mechanical
Smoke Generator

K, Sinclair and R.B.E, Stubbs

I. Introduction

In response to a request frcz the War Office the E.19R Metanioal
Smoke Generator, an Americsa equipment operating on the pulse jet
principle has been subjected to tests with the object of determining
to what degree its performance meets the War Office User Requirement
for a mechanical oil smoke generator.

The results of the tests, wlAh were designed to ascertain the

its efficiency as a smoke-producing uit, are reported herein.

II. Desciption and Mode of Operation

The E.19R unit is a pulse jet smoke generator, which is de 0 A4ed
to operate at variable smoke outputs froL 25- 50 U.S. gal/br. Its
empty weight is app.roxinately 137 lb., and its dimensions are length,
40", hight, 23" and width, i6.57',

The anplete unit is illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

The unit consists of a petrol tank, pulse .et engine and exhaust
assembly, ignition assembly, smoka oil assembly and air pump. The
petrol tank, which has a capacity of 3- UoSo gala, is mounted within a
wlded tubular fra&e (Fig. The engine and exhaust assembly are
encased in an ins"u!ated cylindrical shell which is mounted b low the
petrol tank (Fig.5). This assembly oomprises a combustion hamber and
exhaust tube (Fig.6), and engine head unit (Fig.7)* The ignition
syste consists of a foot operated switch, two 6 -volt dry batteries and
a coil a.nd spark plug assembly.

To start the pulse jet engine a ri-ture of petrol (gravity fed from
the petrol tank) and air (;rvided by the hand operated air pump) is
injected into the combustion chaber and ignited by means of a spark.

SECBT -DIS3. T



Th-reasure develope by the subsequent explosiJon k--eps the intake
valve closed cc , ouses the hot _o&ses tseek esaevi, the exhaust
tub e A6s the gases zovev toward the fexhaust tufbe opening and away
fr the petals on the iLntr--e valve, t*-- pressure is lowered and the
Pptas r ra open0  partial vac-utz is develoIped near the p eta~ls)

head and over the flow ejector. as t:,.o Lrir passes over the~ flow aeetor,
i-t draws another charge of petrol into the obustion chazber and_; a
rrzther explosion takes places The igiigspark is requiredt only
for- the initial exrlosio n, succeeding, thages being, set off by the

71rolling or pro:pagatingE of f lane back a-nd for-th in the ooustion chamber.
The cycle or feunyof explosions is sixty per secon0.* To stop the-

Generator tt is first necessary to out-off tin oil supply Ua to a-low
tne engine to race until smcke ecission ceases. At this point the engi-no
4a stopped by momentarily squeoezing the, peirol supply pipe between the
flow ejector and the engine head.

The smoke oil asscEbly consists -of a. quick-opening. oil valve, oil
flow neeale valve, oil filter and hose, autormatic shut-off valve and
dnrM dip Pipe. The ain pipe, to- the out2.et end of tich a qujick
opening oil valve is fitteL., maesa ai-tih nnection then screwed
into the smoke oil drum. A connecting, tube between the top of the
oil drum and the c~bustion cambear, ensureas, once the enf ne has started,
that the drmv becomes pressurized to a gas pressure of about 1 0 lb./sq~in.

z The rate of flow of the sr-oke o4; is regula~ted' by a needle valve. In
addition t,- this valve there are, in the smokeDk oil line, a quick-opening
gate vlve and o-n automLatic shut-off valve, the latter closing when thte
engine stops. The altzoat'c sh-ut-off valveo is of the pressure actuated
diaphragp type. Then operation ceases the pressure in the oil drum,

__ being rocater than the nressure in toe coujbust o d'aubcr, causes this,
valve to close autaEmatically.

On being inje0crt ed into the exha-ust tube, the smokce oil is immediately
vapourised by the heat fronT_ the cobustion chamber, The vrapour so
produced then passes thro)ugh the 3is&'ar-7e manifold into the air, erens,
gives up heat and finally conde.ssa i.uedoltso i. A example

jof the smoke cloud: poducud by the generr"'= is illustrated'. in Ftg.B.

=1.e Generators Ejolo-yes in t he tests

Fi-ve S.,19R1 Mechanical Smo ke Generators, Serial Nos. 10, 41, 42x, 43
and 4'4, were male availalie for the tests.

IV, Orperational, Functio.nal, and Me&.,anicxla Performance Tests

The follot-ng tests ha-ve tcon carrzied out onone or other of the
genmerators referred to in Section III.

A. Prel mary fun-ctionringV test.

B. 1CC-hr. oontinuo-us ftLr.ctizninr- test.

C. Accelerat' :eh.anio-l strez..gk te3st.

D.Accelerated oliL:atic cycole test.

-2-
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A0 Preimiary etonp Test

The obJects of this test wore threefold:

1. to provide the British operators with an opportur.ity of -zadng
themselves familiar with the layout of t- Eo19R1 Generator,

2. to enable the British opertrs to acquire the technque necessary
to ensure operation cf the generator at zaximuz efficiency, and

3. to determine the oparati:.al reliability S the generator when
alternative amoke-producing oils rAre ozeloyed.

!be test, hiah was performed on Generator Serial o.;10, took the
form of a period of 37 hours of disoontinuus functioning during whit,
either General Purpose Fog Oil or Diesel Oil, was eployed as the szoke-
producing agent. A rocord of the occurrence and frequency of methanical
tflluthe meastres adopted to ovorcoLe these fai.!resard the suggestions
male for improvement in both the couponent parts of the 8enerator and the
tools provided for use with tt, was maintained throut the test. This
record is reproduced in Appen,,"ix a.

The British operators fcund the Generator o-aratively simple to
operate at retnum efficiency and ther would ajprear to be no reason why
British troops tho have been trained to operate the Apparatus,0il Smoke,
No.3, Mk.1, should not be blo to operate the E.19R Generator, after a
shwt period of instruction, Tho time fro a cold start to emission of
smoke was found, lunder good oorMditions (i.e. full drum of smoke oil of
low viscosity) to be less than one ;:inuto. It w.s ascertained also
that smoke production could b- terminated within 20 seoonds and restarted
without any apparent effect on the generator. When sot to uaxin- out-
put the Generator functionea autoaticlUy until euoh Lix &--z; tzr.--
of smoke oil became epty. :t will be ve& atod that, Clue to the
layout of the smoke oil fee-- systa.., it is necessary tc shut the Generator
down while the dip pipe wnid pressu.-ro line are transferred fro the empty
to the full drum. During the test it was abservod that, on soce occasions
'when the generator was closed clon after a period of operation, f-ances
arpeared at the eission nozzles.

The Generator performed satisfactorily on both General Purmose Fog
Oil and Pool Diesel Oil, the mee rates of consumption at the maxiz
setting being as follos:-

General Pur ose Fog Oil 30 7mperial gal./hr.

Pool Diesel Oil 41 Imperial ga./hr.

Since the viscosity of G.F. Fog Oil at 60oF. is 1,112 Redwood Seocnds
and that of Pool Diesel Oil '2 Riedwyod Seconds, the low thrziuput
recorded wBn the formzer oil is eploye as the aokc-prc!cing ageant,
is unloubtedly due to its more "viscous natueTo. The -iean oonsump;tion
of petrol during the test was 2- Imperial pl!/.hr. An att-pt to em1ly
Pool Fuel Oil as the smke-pmducing agent faied comlotely In the
first test the resistance offered by the oil filter tc the oil fl-w was
such that the rate of oons,--ption foll to a very low level. For the
secon . test, therefore, the oil filter was by-passed0  Even this test
had t/o be abandoned after . short hcri:9  hwover, wing to the excessive
a ootrt of carrY.n= opst in th exhr.ust tube and the cissizn nozzles;

-3-
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Results of tile B est (1o8.52)

Tine

Fro= Zero Results

Zero Test comenced.

Z + 5 Flow zeter becane loose in its case (Fig. 20).

z + 8 Presswe gauge needle droxed off its pivot (Fig.21).

Z + 13 Petrol tank setained a fracture (Fig. 22) and contents
drained out.

Z + ? Petrol pipe conmeotion to float iaohber broke off at
(stop watch the coupling (Fig. 23).

failed)* _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Z + 20 Test completed.

Since, owing to the failure of the petrol supply, it was not possible
to function the Generator at the end of the test, it was dismantled and
suonitted to a thorough exawinatlon Tich revealed the fo~lcdng faults: -

I. The float bowl assezbly had worked loose.

2. The flexible petrol pipe had develcped a fracture.

3. The glasswool constituting the linng hd settled into the lower
portion of the shell (Fig . 24).

The loosening of the flow-meter in its case (see Table i) could be
readily overcane, by cementing t1 retainin g screws in position.

Da Aclerated Climatio Cycle Test

The test, which was perforted cn Generator, Serial No. 44, onsisted
of subitting the unit to the following tests:-

(i) Visual Inspection P.nd Performance.

(ii) Dry Heat (first test).

(iii) Damp Heat (first test).

-3-
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(iv) Low Tenerattre0

(v) Damp Heat (second test)0

(vi) Dry Heat (second test).

(vii) Damp Heat (third test)o

(viii) Visual Inspection and Perforwance.

(ix) "Driving Rain" Test.

Owing to restrictions or. the use of the climatic chaebers available,
it was not possible to make soke during the expos'zre end tests were
onfined to operation of the ene only, for short periods.

(i) Visual Inspection and Performance Test

In this test the Generator, following a visual inspection,
was operated for ten minutes. The result was satisfactory and
the unit appeared to be in norcal rurning order.

(ii) D= Heat (first test)

The Generator was stored in a Hot Chamber at a temperature
of 55%0. + 10C. (131-F) for a period of eight hours.

The engine was operated for three periods of three minutes each.

Operation on each occasion was satisfactory with the exception
that engine pulsations were scanetat unsteady. It was aLso
observed that luring these brief periods of operation, a blue
flame played round the petrol inlet to the engine head.

(iii) Dam,2Heat (first test)

The Generator was stored in a Hot Chzzber, at a temperatare
of 40oc. + 100. (iC4F.) and a relative hunidity of at least 95%,
for a period of twelve hours. During this time the engine was
operated for three periods of three minutes each. DuMring the
first period, w-ich followed the charging of the petrol tank with
petrol at ncr-za. te-merature, the engine function satisfactorily.
Du-ing the seccnc and third periods of operation, however, then
the petrol had reached the ambient temperature of the chamber,
the uneven pulsation zf the engine again became evident.

(iv) Low Temerature Test

As soon as Test (ii) had been completed the Generator was
placed in a Cold Chamber, at a tez-perature cf -400C. ± 10 C.(-J4QOF.)
for a reriod of twelve hrurs. During the exposure the engine was
operated for three periods each of three minutes duration. At
the first atte-mt the Generator failed to start for the following
reasons:

(a) The "snap-on" 'air o-znecatr wculd not clip on to its
male ooreotion.

-6-
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(b) The batteries registered a volta; e cf orly 3 volts-

(c) Ice collected on the earth button at the base of the
"Stan-Test" coil, thus insulating this oo=conent from
the frae.e0

in addi-io, :h. ptirl oil d -r :i;s had boccm_ hard and
stiff0  The petrol pipe, which is emdc of p!hstc maturic1, hcad

:z.raonei to sue. ;. extent th.t it could not to: riovod fro the petrol
jot.

With regard t c o r.bove it should t-- pointed out tht removal of
Cib Generator fm, th-: imp .tozphore cf the Hot C habor dircctly into

the Cold C-zbr, z-y ve giv.r. ris- to conditions favouring the
for=ation of ice on t*e careth. butto:; at tlhe base of the "Stan-Test" coil.

Aftar the old batteries l.d boon roplced by nor ones (?.% operation
ar.de diffiult by virtue of te hardening of the plastic covered oables)

the ice broken amp frez the ocxrth button rd -. supply of warm air was

mwd" .r.ilu in --ho r-gion of the eng'nc head. The engino of thc

Generator was then op:rtoi for throe uinu,.ts during which period it

functioned s-.tisf.torily. It could only be stoppAd, howover, by

closing the potrol cock. During the sound nd third periods of

opration, for both cf vtich -supply of warL 'ir to vapourisc the petrol

s z.-: available, the en~gne fnctioned normally.

(v) Damp Heat (second test)

On the comoletion -f Test No.4 the petrol was drained from the
petrol tank and the Generator was returned to the Damp Heat Chamber
for a period of '2 hours. The tank was then charged with petrol
at normal tempraturc and the engine was functioned for a period

was found necessary to raeove the engine head and replaoe it by a
new head befkxre functioninE could be recoaaenced, A photograph
of the faulty head i reproduced tn Figure 25. Following the
fitting of the new head three, three zinute periods of operation
were carried out, during t*ich uneven pulsation of the engine
was again evident.

(vi) Dry Heat (seoor.d test)

Repeat of Test No.2. The first three minute period of operation,
during which petrol at nomnal teperature was uzed, was satisfactory.
Further attempts to run the engine, failed, however, in that the
&ng.ne would start and then stop. Since this was Iresumed to be
due to the fact that by this time the petrol had reached the ambient
temperature of the chamber, the generator was renoved from the
chamber, allowed to cool down and ozerate in the :en air, Operation,
under tese oa onditions, was cvmletely satisfactory,

(vii) Damp Heat (third test)

Repeat of Test No. 5. The first three minute pe-iod of
operation, using petrol at ncrtal temperature, was satisfactory
At the oommncre-t of the second period, however, when the
tenperature of the petrol had reached the ambient temperature
of the ohmaber, the engine fired back through t.h head and the
petrol Mapcur fron the float chamber vent caught fire, Before

- 7 -



the flames could be extinguished the leads to the flowmeter

had ign-ited. .17 ther attempts to run the engine faiied in that
the encgne %oula start and then stop i-iediately afterward3

(viii) V!isual lnspectin end Pa-formsnce

At the o=mletion of Test No,7 thl-e Generator was returned
to the Dry Heat Chamber for a period sufffciwe-t to ensure that
the machtine wouli be thoroughly dried cut. A visual inspection
of the component parts of the unit was then made and the machine
was operated in the opez. for a period of ten minutes, No fault
could be found and th Generator operated satisfactorily. A
photograh, of the Generator as it appeared at the completion of
tests (i to (viii) is reroduoed in Pigs26.

(ix) "Drivir4m Rain" Test

The Generator was placed in a chamber fitted with eight water

sprays arranged to simulate the effect of "driving rain", The
mahine was subjected to the test far 1 hour. Trouo.t this
period the Generator w-s continuously rotated (at betwe-en 12 and
20 r.p.m.) about a vertioal axis passing through the centre of the
equipment and the centre of the chamber. At the en?. of the exposure
period an attempt Was made to operate the engine while still subjected
to the "driving rain'1  Although the erine started satisfactorily
it stopped again almost immeiately. Sinoe thi was thou4ht to
be due to water entering the emission nozzles the "driving rain"
Flaying on the emission nozzles was turned off and a further attempt
was made to start the engine. Although the engine started readily
it stopped again dthin one minute owing to water having percolated
through the engine head cover.

V. Scrooning Efficiency _Lr'als

1. Object

The object of the trials was to determine the relative efficiency of
the B.1RI Generator, as a smke-producing unit, when com-pared vdth the
Generator, Sicke, Mec!L-nicl. LI (the "Es")

2. Procedure

A n'nber of trials were carried out with eath of the following smoke-
producing oils:-

(a) General ?,upose Fog Oil (to C,3.2809A).

(b) Pool, Diesel Oil (Peol 21, Diesel Fuel, L5 Cetane).

In all tests the M.1 Generator was oprated on Goneral P'.rpose Fog

0:1, its output being adjusted (as far as possible) so that the screens
produced by both generators were of a co.arable length, Fcr each smoke

L emissicn, screering lengths were measured at half minute intervals over a

period of about half an hour. Screen heights were measured by theodolite
at twu minute intervals. The observation points were at flank positions
estimated to be about 1000 ya-rds from the end of the screen and so placed
that the end of the screen was viewed as near to the perpendlioular as
possible.

a.,-T-DIS CET
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Ten trlas- were attempted between i80 20 52 and l2.l0O52 of which
eiht were successful (trials 2 and 3 and 5 to 10)t The scree ning
lengths used in the results were a,: measured by the a-me observer and,
except for trials 3 and 7; were all viewed from h1'Z. ground against a
fairly level background Trials 3 and 7 were viewed from low ground
against rising baokgrtndc Wind speeds and directions at 2 metres were
measuread near the source of emission: the temperature gradients were
obtained from the records at the Meteorological Station in C.D.EE3
During each emission the temperature of the smoke oil used in the E.19RI
was measured and recorded, These temperatures together with the correspond-
ing oil viscosities are shown r. Appendix C.

3. General Observations

The significant points arisir during individual trials are noted
b&..o . absence of ooxent indicates satisfactory functioning and
satiafactory assessent of screening lengths.

Trial I. The 3.19R gave an above average screening length under
good meteorological conditions. The Ml developed a nunbpr
of minor medvhnical faults and as a result the screen produced
was abnormal.

Trial 2. Rather large variations in screening lengths were observed
throughiout the trial, especia~lly with the Mal, The wind
Pm on the iight side for good assessLment,

Trial 4. In this trial there were large differences between the observer
and the screen for the two screens and both sareens were
observed obliquely. The assessment was not included in the

'seult s

Trial 6. Screen heiglvwere above average due to the wind beinj lighter
and the lapse stronger than normal for the series.

4. Results

Details of the lengths and heights of the screens produced, the smoke
oil used, the rate of consutption of oil and the relevent Meteorological
obscrvations are given 3n Appenlix D.

(a) Horizontal Screening Ltnt1B

Deacon has shown in F.R.2734, pare, 56, that for white oil sokes
over land, the screening length, S.L. is given by the expression

L 0 6 6 4.0 0.4
~ji:Q) U (R-l) d

where Q n source strength !. lb,/in.

U = 2 metre wind speed in mph.

R = ratio of 2 metre to I metre wind speed.

d = distance of smoke frr observer in yards.

For trials with G.P. Fog Oil in both generators the standard screening
lengths LS, have been calculated for Qs = ,7 (the mean oosuwtion rate
of oil in the Eo19RI for trials 1 to 6). Fr trials with diesel oil in
the E.19RI and G.P. Fog Oil Ln the Mal, a Qs of 5a8 (the mean ons'ption
rate of oil in the Eig9RI for trials 7 to 10) has been used0  The other
standards used thrcuehout in the oalcrlaticne were:- Us = 10; s 0 = Io14,
and d. = lOCOO

-9-



The value of R in all oases has been calculated from the 2 metre
wind speed and the 23 ft, - 4 ft. teoperature gradient (PoRn 2572 and
FoR0 2717).

(i) Standard Screerding Lengths for the E.1L~ aT nd 142 2onraing
on, tP. Fog Oil.

From five trials (I, 2, 3, 5 and 6) the mean SLz for the
E-19R1 at qs = 4.7 is 370 yards and from four trials (2, 3,
5 and 6) the mean SLS for the M.1 far the same Q8 is 490 yards.
Thus the efficiency of the E.,19RI relative to t10 M.1., bcth
using G..P Fog Oil is about 76%.

(ii) Standard Screenina Legths for the S.1SRI and X.2 operating
on Pool Diesel Oil and G.P. Foq Oil. respectively.

From four trials (7 to 10) the mean SLs for the E.I9RI
is 270 yards and fcr the M.1 520 yards, both at Qs = 5.8.
Thus the efficiency of the E.19R1 using Pool Diesel Oil
relative to the M.1 using G.P. Fog Oil, is about 52%.

.e mean SL, fcr the U.i for all trials included in the
resus, reduced to Qs = 15 is 960 yards, a figure which is
in agreement with that found in the comparative trials of
the Aparatus, Oil Smoke 9 No.3, Wk.i reported in P.T.P. Noo232.In the latter trials tne Dean SL, for the M.i at Qs = 15 was

given as 94Oyards.j

(b) Heights of Screens

Height measurements at estimated miA-points of tne otservet screens
were made by theodolite from the observing positicns. From these
measurements and using -tg.1 of Monograph 9.208, the estimated heights
at 100 yards and 200 yards have been calculated and recorded in Appwnix
Do The figures for the estimated heights at 100 yards from the source
are not as reliable; exce; for trials 2 and 7, as those for 200 yards,
The heights have not been standardised for output and meteorological
Conditions and the higher mean heights of series (i) bulow ccmpared with
series (ii) may be accounted for mainly by the generally higher Ands
in series )

(i) Screen Heights for the E.19RI and the M.1 oparating on G.P.
Fog Oil.

From the mean of trials 2, 3, 5 end 6 the height of the 3.19RI
screen at a dibtAnce of 230 yards from the sox-rce is iS ft. oompared
with 6C ft. for the i.

(ii) Screen Heiahts for the E19R1 and the M. operating on Pool
Diesel Oil and G.P. Fog Oil. respectively.

The mean height of the E.19R! screen at a distance of 200 yards
from the source is 34 ft. crnpared with 42 ft. for the M.l generator.

SF=RE -D: S BE T
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5, Dieussion

It vt"l be appreciated from an exairnation of the measurements
reaorded in Ap endix C that the difference in the mean throughputs
whn= G0P5 Fog Oil and Pool Diesel Oil are empinyed; is largely due
to the more viscous nature of the former oll.

In order that the performance of the E.g1RI Generator may be
ompared directly with that of the CeneratorSm ke, Mechanical, M,2(Besler

50 VLSo gal.) and the Apparatus, Cil Smoke, No-3, 1&I., the relevant figures
for the screening longtne produced tner 'standard conditions by each
generator, have boon brought toget-her in Table 2.

TABRL 2.

Horizontal Sareeni&g Lengths produed&, under standard
aonditiona, by the 242., Eqj9R__end A.O.S. No.3.

Mechanical Smoke Generators.

Smoke Oil Horizontal Screening Lw.gth

F Me2 : L19RI A.O.SNo.3

1G.P. Fog Oil 380 3 780

Pool Diesel Oil is 270 40

a No reliable figure available.

6. Further Trials

Ttals to eterxti.ne the length of the screens produced by the
E.19R1 -hen such screens are viewed verticallyp are in hand. Te
results of these trials, ?&en available, will be reported as an adderum
to the present report.

VI. Performance of the E1RI in relatior. to the War Office -User R e t

An appralisal of the degree to wi-rich the performance of the E.19RI
Generator meets the War Office User Reqiirement for a mechanical oil
smke generator, is given in Appenaix S.

*Conclusiens

It is concluded from the results that the E.0 19R! Generator fails to
meet the War Office User Requirement for a mechanical oil smoke generator
in a number of important respects. It has failed to withstand both
the mechanicaI performenco and climatic cycle tests to which it hs
been submitted and the screens produced when employing either General
Fa'pose Fog Oil or Pool Diesel Oil sre inferior in length to those
produced by both the Generator, Snoke, Mechanical, M.2 and the Apparatus,
Oil Smoke, No.3, wk.,,

-11I -
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AFFMNIX1L

Preliminary ?unctionxw Test - Record Sheet

1 During the test three petal valves failed after working periods of
30 hours, 4 hours d hours, respectively.

2. The joint on the flow ejector, at that point where the air connection
Joins the petrol metering jet holder, fractured during the early
stages of the test, A repair was effected by the application of
brazingo

3. When operating the generator in the field great difficulty was
experienced in removing the oil filter from its holder. The
difficulty was due entirely to the inaccessibility of the filter
holder.

4. On attempting to roplace the filter cartridge in its holder, it
was fownd that only with consider able difficalty could the large
diameter spring on the entl of the filter cartridge, be coaxed
into the holder, It was also observed that the screw thread on
the filter body tube, which is of a fine pitch, readily became
cross-threaded during re-as stbly operations.

5. It was observed, when functioning the generator, during a spell
of cold weather, that ice formed in the pressurizing valve assembly.
The provision of a wind shield is indicated.

6. Constant trouble was experienced with the smoke oil flowmeter due
to both the breaking of the electrical leads and the condensation.

more robust meter be fitted.

7. During the test, information was received to the effect that the
10 n/r. sparking plug is to be replaced by a 14 mnm. plug. While
endorsing this action it is recomended also that a more robust
type of waterproof "anar -on" ocnnection be fitted to the H.T. lead.

8. Difficulty was experienced in o-erating the two locking levers on
the "Evertitd: coupling on the dip pipe head, and it is recommended
that these levers be lengthened.

9. It was observed that the brass ferrules u the neoprene connection
betwete the float chamber and the metoring jet, readily became
detachad. t more positive connection is desirable.

10, As a result of the test the fclloing recommendations are made
in respect of the tools supplied with the generator:-

(a) that the bung wrench, which is inefficient be redesigned,

(b) that the engin, head wrench be replaced by two separate
p-anners; one for the head l'Dcing ring, the other for tbe

head itself. The provision of t-wo Such spanners will enable
the operator to ensure that the starting pump fitting is located
Ln the "down" position when the engine head is locked.

(c) that two "positiorng" holes be drilled in the engi ne head ard
a two-irn spanner be provided, sc that the oetal valve camn be
properly located before being lccked in position.
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i Ix C.

Screening WfiPienLy Tests on the EIRI Lechanical

&ioke Generator.

Temperat're end VisoosiLy of the Smoke il use," in each Test

Meanrial I Rate of Temperature Viscosity
No. Smoke Oil Used n oF. Redwood

No. IOonauz~ticn on, edc
Seccnds

_____gal ./hr. I

IGeneralhrpose 5.1 33 492
Fog Oil. ,1• I

7 2: G,9neral- Pun-ose 4.5 29 41306
r Fog Oil. 3,060

3 General Purpose 4.7 21 40 3,220
Fog Oil-,___ _____

General Purpose 4.4 28 52

Fog oil. 1,1

6 General Purpose 5.5 35 77

Fog Oil.. 540

7 Pool Diesel Oil 6.0 42 73 0 38.5

8 Pool Diesel Oil 5.6 39 i 6.3 41.0
II

9 : 5.8 4- 58 42.5

10 405.7 I .5 45.0
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F!G C, E 19 Rl MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

EOD VIEW
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FIG 2 E 19P1 f-IMECHiANICA -. MOKE- GE-NCRATOR

-sIDE VIEW
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FIG 6. E 19 RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

- COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND EXHAUST TUBE

FMI

FIG. 7 E !9 R! MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR
- ENGNE HEAD) UNIT



FIG. 8 EIRI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR
- TYPiCAL SMOKE SCREEN.



FIG. 9. EI9RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

- PETAL VALVEWHICH FAILED AFTER A

WORKING PERIOD OF 3 0 /4 HOURS
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FIG. IO. E 19 RI MECHANCAL SMOKE GENERATOR
-PETAL VALVE WHICHFAILED AFTER A
WORKING PERIOD OF 42 HOURS.
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FIG. I! EI9RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

- PETAL VALVEWHICH FAILED AFTER

A WORKING PERIOD OF 3'/a HOURS.
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E i9 RI MLCHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

FIG 1?. DEPOSITION OF CARBON INSIDE THE
SHELL END- PLATE.

FIG. 13 DEPOSITION OF CARSON INSIDEC
THE SHELL
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_ DEPOSION CF CARBON INSIDE TX4E
euLusr rUBE.c- U

FI 15 E19RI MFCHANiCAkL SMOKE GENERATOR
- DEPOSITION OF CARBON ON THE INSIDE
CF THE ENGiNE H-EADC



FRACTURED WELD

FIG 16. E 19 RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR
- DEPOSITION Gr CARBUN ON THE
OUTSIDE_-OF THE EXHAUST TUBE -

FI Et RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GFNERATLJN
- DEPOSITION UF CARBON INSIDE THE SHELL



FIG IS E19RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

-DE POSITION OF CARBON ON THE SILENCER.

FIG. 19 E19RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

- DEPOSITtON OF CAR~BON IN THE PRESSURIZING VALVE.



SCREWS

10

9IG 20 E19Ri MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERkTO?
-FLOWMETER AFTER '*Bump- rEST C NOTE THE SCREWS.)

FIG 21 E19Qi MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

-PRESSURE GAUGE AFTER 'BUMP- TEST *



.F22 E19RI MECHANICAL '.MO)KE -GENERATOR

-- PETROL --TAINK VRACTURED -DURING BUMIP

TEST...

"IG 23 E 19 RI MECHANICA' K KUENERATCJH

-- ETROL P!P[ FRACTURED DURING__BLMr



SECRIt

FIG. 24. EI9RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR
-POSITION OF GLASS WOOL LINING AT
THE COMPLETION OF THE JBUMP" TEST



SECROf

FIG. 25. E19RI MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR

FAULTY ENGINE HEAD EX TEST NO 5 C~

FIG 26. E19R1 MECHANICAL SMOKE GENERATOR
-APPEARANCE AT THE END OF THE

C-UMATIC CYCLE TESTS.
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